Program

9.30 Annual Meeting
   a) President's report
   b) Financial report and quietus of Board
   c) Amendment Articles of Association
   d) Election of new Board Members
   d) Advisory board

10.00-11.00 Status European Patent Jurisdiction/Community Patent
     Margot Fröhlinger (European Commission)
     Jochen Pagenberg

11.00-11.30 Break

11.30-12.30 EPC 2000 in Practice
   - Central Limitation Proceedings
   - Limitation before National Courts or Offices
   - Scope of Protection
   - Prior patent applications
   - Second medical use
     Mario Franzosi
     Winfried Tilmann

12.30-14.30 Lunch

14.30-15.00 Border-Seizures and Transit
   Can “Montex” be ignored?
     Charles Gielen

15.00-16.30 Commission enquiry in the pharmaceutical sector (due to be published on 28 November 2008) - Lessons to be learned
   - Moderator: Tony Woodgate
   - European Commission: Dominik Schnichels (invited)
   - Pharmaceutical industry: David Rosenberg (GSK)
   - European Generics Association (invited)